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LACF _ IS ON A MISSION 
Landscape Architecture Canada Foundation [LACF] is a unique national charitable organization.  Its 
mission is to promote and advance the ideals of the profession landscape architecture through research, 
communication and scholarship. Ultimately, LACF envisions the universal enjoyment of rich sustainable 
landscapes.

ADVANCING AND PROMOTING THE IDEALS OF THE PROFESSION OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

RESEARCH 
LACF supports cutting edge research that reflects the expanding role landscapes play in providing social, 
cultural, ecological and economic benefits to society. In 2016, $20,000 will be awarded to new projects 
through the Annual Grants Program or special project funding. LACF currently manages two endow-
ment funds that offer busaries through the Grants program towards specific areas of research including 
the Günter A. Schoch Bursary for research into the history of the profession in Canada and and the more 
recently established Northern Fund.

COMMUNICATION 
LACF focuses on communication initiatives primarily through its annual Grants program. The impact of 
LACF-seeded projects is multiplied by the requirement that each of the proponents share their results.  
The lacf.ca /Gallery Portfolio showcases 111 LACF funded projects.  Our monthly eNews Updates are 
designed to keep members and friends informed about evolving LACF activities and programs.  

SCHOLARSHIP
One of LACF’s priorities for 2016 is to provide an endowed, yearly Scholarship Award for each of the 
accredited schools of Landscape Architecture in Canada [6-8] representing a disbursement of $ 8,000 
annually. Too sustain this initiative, the current scholarship endowment funds need to grow from $50,000 
to $200,000 setting our fundraising target at $150,000.  LACF also actively collaborates on regional schol-
arship initiatives such as the APALA Peter Klynstra Memorial Scholarship and the recently created AAPQ 
Commemorative Scholarship Fund. 

SUPPORT LACF, BECOME A MEMBER, MAKE A DIFFERENCE, VOLUNTEER 
As a charitable organization, LACF solicits, receives and manages gifts, grants, donations and legacies. 
LACF counts on the generous support of organisations and individuals like you to realize its mission. You 
are invited to make a donation of $100 or more and become an LACF member with a right to vote at the 
LACF Annual General Meeting for members. Your participation and your contribution make a difference. 
You can donate online at lacf.ca/membership-support/donate-online or by mail at the addresse below.

LACF is a volunteer driven organization; if you would like to get involved, please let us know  by contacting 
our executive director Paulette Vinette at info@lacf.ca or paulette.vinette@gmail.com.

LACF thanks you for your continued support. 
INVESTING IN OUR FUTURE 
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